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2. How to set lumens for set sky conditions.
   a. LBNL is working on the diffuse sky model for Window (2018) – dependent on funding.
   b. VT annual rating could be an option. – NFRC 203 & article for AAMA for reference (N. Digert to provide for distribution an evaluation plan of how it may be used).
   c. Investigate a method to add an overcast normal incident light option to the current VT measurement.
   d. Energy Plus sky options could be used as part of calculations (C. Curcija to supply some items for the group to review).

3. LBL advice on set sky condition.
   a. Reviewed ISO 10916 and decided to use as a future reference for a more complex commercial daylighting.

4. How to create rating for sizes other than standard. – defer to next meeting

5. How to create sloped and vertical lumens system. – defer to next meeting

6. How to set lumens for North/South orientation. – defer to next meeting

7. Review assumption that this rating is simulated/calculated but not tested. – defer to next meeting

8. Michelle to provide notice of posted notes and supplemental materials on website.

9. N Digert to report on idea to set illumination. – unsure what this is.

10. Schedule next meeting – Monday, November 16 12:30 p.m. – 2:00 p.m. EST.

11. Adjourn.